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1 of 1 review helpful Containing the Form By Jacob Voegelin s account of Plato differs from the usual textbook 
accounts in that he goes beyond the facile claim that Plato believed in the realm of Forms to the reality that the soul 
manifests the idea through mythological symbols Yes Plato did believe in the realm of Forms but that doesn t say a 
whole lot The more interesting problem is tying Plato s use of forms to h This third volume of Order and History 
completes Voegelin s study of Greek culture from its earliest pre Hellenic origins to its full maturity with the 
dominance of Athens As the title suggests Plato and Aristotle is principally devoted to the work of the two great 
thinkers who represent the high point of philosophic inquiry among the Greeks Through an absorbing analysis of the 
Platonic and Aristotelian vision of About the Author About the Author Eric Voegelin 1901 1985 was one of the most 
original and influential philosophers of our time Born in Cologne Germany he studied at the University of Vienna 
where he became a professor of 
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